
















Black CEOs Join Pledge For 

Workplace Diversity, Inclusion 
NOW IS THE TIME TO TAKE A STAND. 

 

BY DONNA M. OWENS · DECEMBER 11, 2018 

As issues centered around race, gender and sexuality continue to impact America’s 
social, cultural, and legal landscape, Black chief executives have joined peers 
nationwide in taking a formal pledge: they’re vowing to make their workplaces more 
diverse, inclusive and trusting places. 

The ‘CEO Action for Diversity and Inclusion’ initiative was launched in 2017, and a new 
wave of activity has happened in recent weeks. They include a “Day of Understanding” 
held on December 7, across the country. 

Billed as the largest mass dialogue focused on addressing bias in the workplace, about 
150 organizations at more than 1,000 locations nationwide hosted a daylong discussion 
at their respective worksites. Complete with training materials, various resources and 
facilitators, the goal was to educate employees, promote greater tolerance and 
understanding, and build more inclusive cultures inside and outside of the workplaces. 

“Biases and social injustices in our communities affect so many of us throughout our 
lives,” said Tim Ryan, head of the CEO Action steering committee, and U.S. Chairman 
and Senior Partner at PricewaterhouseCoopers, (PwC), the global accounting and 
consulting firm. 

“By creating more opportunities for dialogue,” he added, “we are helping build greater 
trust and compassion about the experiences and challenges our friends and co-workers 
are navigating inside and outside of work everyday.” 

To date, some 500 CEOs and presidents of America’s businesses, academic 
institutions and nonprofits across the country have joined the effort. Procter & Gamble, 
Lowes, Mastercard. The Clorox Company and L’Oreal USA, are among the companies 
who’ve signed on. 

Black-owned firms and entities participating include Career Communications Group, 
Inc., Bashen Corporation, INROADS, and The Executive Leadership Council.  The 
National HBCU Business Deans Roundtable, K12 Inc., and Thurgood Marshall College 
Fund are among those who’ve taken the pledge, too. 

These organizations— which collectively represent more than 85 industry sectors in all 
50 states, and some 12 million employees— have committed to taking specific steps to 
cultivate environments where diverse experiences and perspectives are welcomed. The 
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goal is to help employees feel comfortable having an open dialogue around sometimes 
uncomfortable topics, and have organizations share best practices, as well as what not 
to do. 

 
PHOTO OF DR. AMINTA H. BREAUX COURTESY OF BOWIE STATE UNIVERSITY 

For Ryan, such issues have gained even greater urgency after tragedy touched his 
organization. In September, 26-year-old Botham Jean, an employee of PwC originally 



from St. Lucia, was fatally shot in his Dallas apartment by a White police officer, who 
was indicted in November on murder charges. 

Botham’s death helped inspire Ryan to plan the “Day of Understanding,” which follows a 
CEO Action gathering last month (November) in New York City. Executives and 
speakers such as Magic Johnson and Van Jones met for closed-door sessions; they 
focused on diversity, inclusion and how leadership can champion those principles within 
their organizations and beyond. 

Black women who hold leadership posts around the country are taking part in CEO 
Action. According to organizers, the list includes: Brenda Lauderback, Board Chair of 
Denny’s restaurant chains; Janet Bashen, founder and president of Bashen 
Corporation; Viola Maxwell-Thompson of Information Technology Senior Management 
Forum; and Veronica Nelson of Advancing Minorities’ Interest in Engineering, among 
others. 

Dr. Aminta H. Breaux is the first woman president of Bowie State University, the oldest 
HBCU in Maryland.  Today’s diverse students, she said in a statement to ESSENCE, 
will become the workforce of tomorrow. 

“We prepare our students to become ethical and socially responsible leaders who value 
diversity and function effectively in a highly technical and dynamic global community,” 
Breaux said. 

Each of the organizations represented have at least one model program that highlights 
a commitment to diversity. At Bowie State, its ‘Summer Design and Think Technology 
Innovation Capstone Project,’ is led by Professor Lethia Jackson; the youth outreach 
initiative aims to strengthen the pipeline of people of color in the cybersecurity 
profession. 

CEO Action for Diversity & Inclusion has also unveiled a “Check Your Blind Spots” 45-ft. 
custom bus that will make 100 tour stops nationwide. It features multimedia, interactive 
experiences designed to increase unconscious bias awareness and education. 

The coalition also wants to engage citizens and employees through the “I Act On” 
pledge—a personal promise that any individual can take “to commit to tackling bias and 
cultivating more inclusive behaviors in their everyday lives.” 

Roger W. Ferguson, Jr., President and CEO of TIAA insurance company servicing 
teachers, is among the African-American executives who called the pledge an important 
step towards creating a truly inclusive workplace culture. 

“By supporting an environment where individuals are encouraged to have honest and 
open conversations, we are building trust, raising awareness and helping employees 
embrace their differences,” he said. 
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L even an infant,” the person wrote in Sinhala, the language of the
country’s Buddhist majority. “F---ing dogs!”

The post went up early in 2018, in white text and on one of the
playful pink and purple backgrounds that Facebook Inc. began offering in 2016 to
encourage its users to share more with one another. The sentiment about killing
Muslims got 30 likes before someone else found it troubling enough to click the
“give feedback” button instead. The whistleblower selected the option for “hate
speech,” one of nine possible categories for objectionable content on Facebook.

For years nonprofits in Sri Lanka have warned that Facebook posts are playing
a role in escalating ethnic tensions between Sinhalese Buddhists and Tamil
Muslims, but the company had ignored them. It took six days for Facebook to
respond to the hate speech report. “Thanks for the feedback,” the company told
the whistleblower, who posted the response to Twitter. The content, Facebook
continued, “doesn’t go against one of our specific Community Standards.”

The post stayed online, part of a wave of calls for violence against Muslims
that flooded the network last year. False rumors circulated widely on Facebook
claiming Muslims were putting sterilization pills in Buddhists’ food. In late
February 2018 a mob attacked a Muslim restaurant owner in Ampara, a small
town in eastern Sri Lanka. He survived, but there were more riots in the midsize
city of Kandy the following week, resulting in two deaths before the government
stepped in, taking measures that included ordering Facebook offline for three
days.

https://www.bloombergquint.com/politics/sri-lanka-declares-emergency-following-riots-in-kandy-district#gs.0rz5zh
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2018-03-08/sri-lanka-has-blocked-multiple-social-media-networks-video
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▲ Featured in Bloomberg Businessweek, newsstand edition, March 18, 2019. Subscribe now. 
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The shutdown got the company’s attention. It appointed Jessica Leinwand, a
lawyer who served in the Obama White House, to figure out what had gone
wrong. Her conclusion: Facebook needed to rethink its permissive attitude
toward misinformation. Before the riots in Sri Lanka, the company had tolerated
fake news and misinformation as a matter of policy. “There are real concerns with
a private company determining truth or falsity,” Leinwand says, summing up the
thinking.

But as she began looking into what had happened in Sri Lanka, Leinwand
realized the policy needed a caveat. Starting that summer, Facebook would
remove certain posts in some high-risk countries, including Sri Lanka, but only if
they were reported by local nonprofits and would lead to “imminent violence.”
When Facebook saw a similar string of sterilization rumors in June, the new
process seemed to work. That, says Leinwand, was “personally gratifying”—a sign
that Facebook was capable of policing its platform.

But is it? It’s been almost exactly a year since news broke that Facebook had
allowed the personal data of tens of millions of users to be shared with Cambridge
Analytica, a consulting company affiliated with Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential
campaign. That revelation sparked an investigation by the U.S. Justice
Department into the company's data-sharing practices, which has broadened to
include a grand jury. Privacy breaches are hardly as serious as ethnic violence,
but the ordeal did mark a palpable shift in public awareness about Facebook’s
immense influence. Plus, it followed a familiar pattern: Facebook knew about the
slip-up, ignored it for years, and, when exposed, tried to downplay it with a
handy phrase that Chief Executive Officer Mark Zuckerberg repeated ad nauseam
in his April congressional hearings: “We are taking a broader view of our
responsibility.” He struck a similar note with a 3,000-word blog post in early
March that promised the company would focus on private communications,
attempting to solve Facebook’s trust problem while acknowledging that the
company’s apps still contain “terrible things like child exploitation, terrorism,
and extortion.”

If Facebook wants to stop those things, it will have to get a better handle on its
2.7 billion users, whose content powers its wildly profitable advertising engine.
The company’s business depends on sifting through that content and showing
users posts they’re apt to like, which has often had the side effect of amplifying
fake news and extremism. Facebook made Leinwand and other executives

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-trump-campaign.html
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available for interviews with Bloomberg Businessweek to argue that it’s making
progress.

Unfortunately, the reporting system they described, which relies on low-wage
human moderators and software, remains slow and under-resourced. Facebook
could afford to pay its moderators more money, or hire more of them, or place
much more stringent rules on what users can post—but any of those things would
hurt the company’s profits and revenue. Instead, it’s adopted a reactive posture,
attempting to make rules after problems have appeared. The rules are helping,
but critics say Facebook needs to be much more proactive.

“The whole concept that you’re going to find things and fix them after they’ve
gone into the system is flawed—it’s mathematically impossible,” says Roger
McNamee, one of Facebook’s early investors and, now, its loudest critic.
McNamee, who recently published a book titled Zucked, argues that because the
company’s ability to offer personalized advertising is dependent on collecting and
processing huge quantities of user data, it has a strong disincentive to limit
questionable content. “The way they’re looking at this, it’s just to avoid fixing
problems inherent with the business model,” he says.

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2019-02-06/former-zuckerberg-mentor-mcnamee-criticizes-facebook-s-business-model-video
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Press a key to  generate
authent ic  regret

A to take responsibility

B to admit your mistake

C to introspect

D to release a list of
books you read

Today, Facebook is governed by a 27-page document called Community
Standards. Posted in detail for the first time in 2018, the rules specify, for
instance, that instructions for making explosives aren’t allowed unless they’re for
scientific or educational purposes. Images of “visible anuses” and “fully nude

https://www.facebook.com/communitystandards/
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closeups of buttocks,” likewise, are forbidden, unless they’re superimposed onto
a public figure, in which case they’re permitted as commentary.

The standards can seem comically absurd in their specificity. But, Facebook
executives say, they’re an earnest effort to systematically address the worst of the
site in a way that’s scalable. This means rules that are general enough to apply
anywhere in the world—and are clear enough that a low-paid worker in one of
Facebook’s content-scanning hubs in the Philippines, Ireland, and elsewhere, can
decide within seconds what to do with a flagged post. The working conditions for
the 15,000 employees and contractors who do this for Facebook have attracted
controversy. In February the Verge reported that U.S. moderators make only
$28,800 a year while being asked regularly to view images and videos that contain
graphic violence, porn, and hate speech. Some suffer from post-traumatic stress
disorder. Facebook responded that it’s conducting an audit of its contract-work
providers and that it will keep in closer contact with them to uphold higher
standards and pay a living wage.

Zuckerberg has said that artificial intelligence algorithms, which the company
already uses to identify nudity and terrorist content, will eventually handle most
of this sorting. But at the moment, even the most sophisticated AI software
struggles in categories in which context matters. “Hate speech is one of those
areas,” says Monika Bickert, Facebook’s head of global policy management, in a
June 2018 interview at company headquarters. “So are bullying and harassment.”

https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona
https://www.theverge.com/2019/2/25/18229714/cognizant-facebook-content-moderator-interviews-trauma-working-conditions-arizona
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On the day of the interview, Bickert was managing Facebook’s response to the
mass shooting the day before at the Capital Gazette in Annapolis, Md. While the
massacre was happening, Bickert instructed content reviewers to look out for
posts praising the gunman and to block opportunists creating fake profiles in the
names of the shooter or victims, five of whom died. Later her team took down the
shooter’s profile and turned victims’ pages into what the company calls
“memorialized accounts,” which are identical to regular Facebook pages but
place the word “remembering” above the deceased person’s name.

Crises such as this happen weekly. “It’s not just shootings,” Bickert says. “It
might be that a plane has crashed, and we’re waiting to find out who was on the
plane and whether it was a terror attack. There may be a protest, and people are
alleged to have been injured.”

▲ Bickert PHOTOGRAPHER: MAURA FRIEDMAN FOR BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK
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And these are the easy cases, where the lines between good and evil are clear
and Facebook has developed a formula for responding. On her laptop, Bickert
pulls up a slide presentation from a meeting of the company’s Community
Standards group, which gathers every other Tuesday morning to come up with
new rules. As many as 80 employees participate in the discussions, either in
person or virtually. The slides show that, on a Tuesday last year, the team
discussed what to do with #MeToo posts created by women who named their
assailants. If the posts were untrue, they could be construed as harassment of
innocent men. In the same meeting, the company evaluated viral stunts that
younger users attempt, such as the “condom-snorting challenge,” which, with
apologies, involves snorting a lubricated prophylactic up a nostril and pulling it
out through the mouth. There are dozens of challenges such as this—the chile
pepper challenge, the Tide Pod challenge, and so on—that young people do (or
pretend to do) to get views. If these stunts can hurt people, should Facebook stop
people from promoting them?

In December, after months of discussion, Facebook added new rules. #MeToo
accusations are OK, as long as they don’t encourage retaliation. Challenges are
also fine, as long as they don’t encourage bodily harm, which would seem to put
condom snorting in a gray area. “None of these issues are black and white,”
Bickert says.

In congressional testimony and elsewhere, Facebook has deployed a practiced set
of responses to criticism about its content decisions. If interrogated about
something on the site that was already forbidden by the Community Standards,
executives will reassure the public that such content is “not allowed” or that there
is “no place” for it. If there’s no rule yet, Facebook will usually explain that it is
trying to fix the problem, was “too slow” to recognize it, and is taking
responsibility. The company has said dozens of times that it was “too slow” to
recognize Russia’s manipulation of the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Myanmar’s
genocide, and ethnic violence in Sri Lanka. But “too slow” could be fairly
interpreted as a euphemism for deliberately ignoring a problem until someone
important complains.

“They don’t want to be held liable for anything,” says Eileen Carey, a tech
executive and activist. Since 2013 she’s kept records of drug dealers posting
pictures of pills on the web, some of them captioned as OxyContin or Vicodin.
Many of these posts include a phone number or an address where interested
users can coordinate a handoff or delivery by mail. They are, in effect, classified
ads for illegal opioids.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/01/20/us/tide-pod-challenge.html
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-10/facebook-s-zuckerberg-warned-by-senators-of-privacy-nightmare
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▲ Carey, photographed at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. PHOTOGRAPHER: MAURA FRIEDMAN FOR BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK
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Carey’s obsession started while she worked for a consulting firm that was
helping Purdue Pharma remove counterfeit pills. Most tech companies—including
Alibaba, Craigslist, and EBay—were quick to agree to take down these images
when Carey alerted them. Facebook and Facebook-owned Instagram were the
exceptions, she says.

Carey, who like Zuckerberg is from Dobbs Ferry, N.Y., and lives in the Bay
Area, would sometimes end up at parties with Facebook executives, where she’d
kill the mood by complaining about the issue. “I started sucking at parties once I
started working on the whole getting-rid-of-fake-drugs-on-the-internet thing,” she
says. Also since 2013, Carey has kept an eye on the issue, spending a few minutes
most days searching for (and reporting) drugs for sale on Facebook and
Instagram. Usually she got a dismissive automated response, she says. Sometimes,
she got no response at all. At the time, technolo�y companies were advocating at
conferences and in research reports for harsher enforcement of drug sales on the
anonymous dark web. In reality, Carey came to believe, most of the illicit
purchases occur on the regular web, on social media and other online
marketplaces. “People were literally dying, and Facebook didn’t care,” she says.

In 2018, Carey began tweeting her complaints at journalists and Facebook
employees. In April, Guy Rosen, a Facebook vice president who was training the
company’s AI software, sent her a message, asking for more examples of the kind
of content she was talking about. “Do a search for #fentanyl as well as #oxys on IG
[Instagram] and you’ll see lots of pics of pills, those accounts are usually drug
dealers,” she wrote to Rosen. She sent over some Instagram posts of drugs for
sale. “I reported these earlier and they are still there in the #opiates search—there
are 43,000 results.”

“Yikes,” Rosen wrote back. “This is SUPER helpful.” Facebook finally removed
the searchable hashtags from Instagram in April—a week after being criticized by
Food and Drug Administration commissioner Scott Gottlieb and just a day before
Zuckerberg testified before Congress.

Since then, Carey has kept her eye on news reports from Kentucky, Ohio, and
West Virginia, where deaths from opioid overdoses have declined this year. Some
articles speculate that the reason may be a rise in community treatment centers
or mental health resources, but Carey has a different theory: “The only thing that
really changed was the hashtags.”

Even so, Facebook’s drug problem remains. In September the Washington Post
described Instagram as “a sizable open marketplace for advertising illegal drugs.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/instagram-has-a-drug-problem-its-algorithms-make-it-worse/2018/09/25/c45bf730-bdbf-11e8-b7d2-0773aa1e33da_story.html
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In response, Bickert published a blog post explaining that Facebook blocks
hundreds of hashtags and drug-related posts and has been working on computer
imaging technolo�y to better detect posts about drug sales. She included a
predictable line: “There is no place for this on our services.”

Zuckerberg, as CEO, chairman, founder, and controlling shareholder, has
frequently faced questions about whether he deserves near-absolute power over
the company’s products. He’s strongly resisted this suggestion, except in the
realm of content moderation. “I’ve increasingly come to believe that Facebook
should not make so many important decisions about free expression and safety
on our own,” he wrote in November. The company, he detailed, would establish
“an independent body” to make a final call on disputes over what should stay up
on Facebook, in a way that will be “transparent and binding.” The proposed
group will include 40 “experts in diverse disciplines,” Zuckerberg wrote. “Just as
our board of directors is accountable to our shareholders, this body would be
focused only on our community.”

At the same time, Zuckerberg plans to offload as much of the moderating as
possible to computers. Already, Bickert says, content reviewers are training the
machines. “The reviewers say, ‘Yes, machine, you got it right on this one. This is
hate speech’ or ‘No, machine, you got it wrong this time. This is not hate
speech.’ ” Facebook says that 52 percent of posts taken down by moderators as
hate speech have already been identified as such by the algorithm. The company
says it is also using AI to try to take down drug-related posts.
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Another way to cede responsibility is to encourage users to try the company’s
new encrypted messaging services, which are designed so not even Facebook can
see what they’re saying to one another. “I believe a privacy-focused
communications platform will become even more important than today’s open
platforms,” Zuckerberg wrote in his March 6 blog post. Some read it as victory for
Facebook’s critics after the Cambridge Analytica scandal, but even Zuckerberg
acknowledges a trade-off: The shift could make it easier for terrorists, drug
pushers, and propagandists to run wild. On Facebook’s WhatsApp service, which
is already encrypted, misinformation in India last year has led to panic in villages
over suspected child abductors, causing some to stone or lynch uninvited visitors.
WhatsApp couldn’t remove the content; it could only reduce the number of
people a message can be shared with. Since that move, there’s been another
“WhatsApp lynching,” according to the BBC.

In the meantime, Facebook executives have been trying to reassure the world.
Bickert traveled to Sri Lanka in September, meeting with 60 civil society groups,
hearing their concerns about, among other things, fake accounts. There was lots
to talk about. “Their Community Standards are very specific and have, for
example, things like how immediate a threat content is,” says Sanjana Hattotuwa,
a senior researcher with the Centre for Policy Alternatives in Sri Lanka. But, he
says, “the whole point about some of this content is to radicalize over a longer
period of time.”

Recently, Hattotuwa’s group warned in a blog post that Facebook was too
close with the country’s government, exchanging gifts and gaining favor with
officials who’ve also been accused of spreading misinformation for political
purposes. The post cited a tweet from an official in which Ankhi Das, Facebook’s
public policy director for the region, gave former President Mahinda Rajapaksa,

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-21/facebook-s-whatsapp-limits-message-forwards-to-rein-in-fake-news
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whose supporters were blamed by some for orchestrating anti-Muslim riots, a
large painting from a local artist. Facebook says the gift was “community art” with
no cash value and that it gave paintings to other Sri Lankan leaders.

The overarching concern from Hattotuwa, Carey, and critics around the world
is that Facebook is more interested in fixing the perception of its problems than
the actual problems themselves. “Alex,” who asked that his real name not be used
out of fear of retribution, was recently offered a job at Facebook in London
focusing on the company’s policy programs. He’d worked on political campaigns
and at a big tech company, and in one of about a dozen meetings he spoke to
Victoria Grand, Facebook’s global head of policy programs.

Alex recalls asking her about the true nature of the role, in light of Facebook’s
scandals: “Do you need someone to effect lasting change or to change the
channel?” He says Grand told him that no candidate had ever asked that question
before. She paused before continuing.

“Look, I think everybody wants to be idealistic and promise the former,” he
remembers her saying. “But no one is going to listen to all the good stuff we do if
we’re just stuck responding to the negative.” Facebook says Grand “remembers a
very different conversation.” Alex declined the job offer.

(Updates information about Facebook’s Community Standards. Corrects the day
of the week that the standards team meets and the term Facebook used to describe its
gift to a Sri Lankan politician. This story originally published on March 14, 2019. A
previous version of this story corrected Eileen Carey’s title.)

More On Bloomberg
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The entrance of the �agship Paris store of French cosmetics maker “Sephora” during night on the Champs-Elysees. 

Singer SZA said in a series of tweets that she was racially profiled and stopped by security officers at
a Sephora store in Calabasas, California.

By USA TODAY Network  Jun 3, 2019, 11:08am CDT

BUSINESS

Sephora to close its stores for company-wide
diversity training on June 5

| Kenzo

Tribouillard/AFP/Getty Images

The beauty products giant Sephora will close more than 400 stores on the morning of
June 5 to host inclusion workshops for its employees, according to a statement posted on
the company’s website.

Sephora said in a statement that it “believes in championing all beauty,” celebrating
differences and “building a community where diversity is expected.” The cosmetics giant
will take a few hours out to train its 16,000 employees about the brand’s values.

https://chicago.suntimes.com/users/usa-today-network-cst
https://chicago.suntimes.com/business
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Along with the retail stores, including five in Chicago, the company-wide training will
also include employees in Sephora’s distribution centers and corporate offices, according
to Retail Dive.

The move more closely aligns Sephora with its parent company’s tagline, “We Belong to
Something Beautiful,” which has been in the works for more than a year.

The temporary store closures come during a time when consumers are becoming
increasingly aware and averse to the discrimination that happens while shopping, eating
out or grabbing a coffee from brick-and-mortar giants.

Several weeks ago, 28-year-old singer SZA said in a series of tweets that she was racially
profiled and stopped by security officers at a Sephora store in Calabasas, California.

The musician once worked as a skin consultant for Sephora and is a spokesmodel for
Rihanna’s Fenty Beauty brand, which is sold exclusively at Sephora.

SZA received a tweeted apology from Sephora that said, “You are a part of the Sephora
family, and we are committed to ensuring every member of our community feels
welcome and included at our stores.”

Rihanna, whose real name is Robyn Fenty, sent a gift card and a handwritten note and to
SZA that read, “Go buy yo’ Fenty Beauty in peace sis! One love, Rihanna,” which SZA
shared on her Instagram Story.

Sephora
@Sephora

You are a part of the Sephora family, and we are committed to 
ensuring every member of our community feels welcome and 
included at our stores.

190 2:48 PM - May 1, 2019

71 people are talking about this

SZA @sza · Apr 30, 2019
Lmao Sandy Sephora location 614 Calabasas called security to 
make sure I wasn’t stealing . We had a long talk. U have a blessed 
day Sandy

https://twitter.com/Sephora
https://twitter.com/Sephora
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1123660448627167232
https://twitter.com/Sephora/status/1123660448627167232
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/Sephora/status/1123660448627167232
https://twitter.com/sza
https://twitter.com/sza
https://twitter.com/sza/status/1123409749112807424
https://twitter.com/sza/status/1123409749112807424
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Other retailers including Nike, Papa John’s and Starbucks instituted diversity training
programs in the last year after incidents and accusations of wrongdoing.

Starbucks attempted a dramatic move toward racial reconciliation in 2018 as it closed
8,000 stores across the nation for an afternoon of anti-bias training. This came following
an incident at a Starbucks store in Philadelphia in which a manager called police on two
African-American men who were quietly waiting for a friend.

Also last year, employees at Papa John’s underwent diversity training in a bid to
transform the troubled company’s culture. The founder of the pizza maker ignited a
firestorm after admitting to using a racial slur during a media training session.

Read more at usatoday.com.

http://usatoday.com/
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Starbucks takes its signing store concept to China

BY MARIANNE WILSON May 20, 2019

Starbucks Corp. has opened its first-ever store in China designed for the deaf and
hearing impaired.

The outpost is dedicated to offering employment and career advancement
opportunities for the deaf and hard of hearing community. Located in the city of
Guangzhou, near the Guangdong Disabled Association and Guangdong Deaf People
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Association, it is Starbucks’ third signing store to date. (Prior to China, Starbucks
opened a signing store in Malaysia in 2016 and in Washington, D.C., in 2018.)

Featuring exclusive artwork and unique merchandise designed by deaf artists, the
new store is designed to provide a platform for the deaf and hard of hearing
community to unleash its talents. The environment is welcoming and inviting, with
wooden frames above the bar area arranged to express the gesture of love in sign
language.

Sign language symbols are printed on umbrellas in front of the store, and there are
indicators throughout the interior. Deaf baristas wear aprons with the word
“Starbucks” embroidered in sign language. The store is equipped with a customized
ordering system. Customers and associates can communicate using notepads and
two-way digital displays. There is also a dedicated area for customers new to sign
language where they can write down their orders on an electronic board. Wireless
vibrating pagers notify customers when their orders are ready.

To create an inclusive environment and encourage customers to learn more about
the deaf community, the store will also offer sign language lessons and coffee
workshops in sign language.

“As a coffee leader deeply rooted in China, for China, Starbucks is committed to
creating equal opportunities for everyone, as well as a unique third place experience
that addresses a wide range of community needs,” said Belinda Wong, CEO of
Starbucks China. “The new signing store is an example of how we are building
inclusive environments and careers for our partners. This store truly creates a sense
of belonging for everyone and is a strong testament to our continued commitment
to building a more diverse and inclusive working environment.”

Starbucks currently employs over 100 partners with disabilities in China. Building on
its efforts to nurture talent and create more opportunities for the deaf workforce,
the company has partnered with the Guangdong Deaf People Association to offer
professional skills training, including sign language courses and internship
opportunities.

https://www.chainstoreage.com/store-spaces/starbucks-to-open-its-first-u-s-signing-store/
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Too often companies, as well as

individuals, miss the opportunity

to reap the good that an apology

can provide.

— Holly Weeks

ARCHIVE

The Art of the Apology
 

5/19/2003

Done right, an "I'm sorry" can enhance both reputations and relationships. Done wrong, it can compound

the original mistake. Here's how to make sure your apology hits the mark.

by Holly Weeks 

Most of us were taught that offering an apology, any apology, when we make a mistake will take care of

most offenses. But offering the right apology, particularly in the corporate world, is not as simple as

saying, "I'm sorry."

Done right, an apology can enhance both reputations and relationships. Done wrong, an apology can

compound the original mistake, sometimes to disastrous consequences.

Consider, for instance, a senior member of an executive team who became angry when a junior vice

president opposed him in a meeting and refused to change her position. He lashed out at her in front of

the group, sarcastically questioning her intelligence and her commitment to the company in difficult

times. When other members of the team told him he should apologize, he balked, thereby making

matters worse. "I'm sorry she's upset, but I didn't do anything wrong—she's got to learn to take the heat,"

he declared.

When the offender is embarrassed and worried about losing face, this kind of sidestepping can take

place. But, in fact, offering an apology is not a sign of weakness, nor does it amount to backing down.

On the contrary, offering an apology can be a potent reputation enhancer.

Apologies matter for two reasons. First, they mend relationships. When an offense has torn the fabric of

a relationship, an apology is a stage in its repair. Second, apologies mend the transgressor's reputation.

Following an offense, some people—not just the offended but all who know about the affront—may have

concerns and doubts about the transgressor and even question his character. An effective apology can

reassure people that the transgression is understood and not likely to be repeated.

Too often companies, as well as individuals, miss the opportunity to

reap the good that an apology can provide. In early 2002, NSTAR, a

New England public utility, admitted it had improperly moved nearly

24,000 of its electric customers to the "default" service category—a

much more expensive service option—without those customers'

knowledge. NSTAR apologized "for any inconvenience."

But were NSTAR customers, and the public, really concerned about inconvenience? Of course they

weren't. When the story became news, customers and the public saw doublespeak and deceit, and

NSTAR's credibility fell. The misdirected apology the company offered only sent the public's opinion

lower.

Mending fences is not only the right thing to do on a personal level, it also makes good business sense.

So why do so many people and institutions fail at it?
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Decide whether it will be easier for

you to apologize position to

position or person to person.

— Holly Weeks

To start with, most people find being in the wrong to be embarrassing. And when they are embarrassed,

they may go into denial and try to minimize the offense, as NSTAR did. In other cases, the offender may

try to blame the victim, as the senior executive did with the junior vice president.

Even if an apology is offered, it may be unrecognizable as such because the embarrassment or anger of

the person giving the apology distorts it. This can be a disastrous mistake; credibility, once lost, is very

hard to gain back.

So how do you build a good apology? Apologies involve three elements: Acknowledgment of a fault or an

offense, regret for it, and responsibility for the offense. You can put them all together, but a sincere,

effective apology need not necessarily express all three; whether it should depends on the

circumstances.

Because we don't separate out acknowledgment, regret, and

responsibility, we are often at sea, finding it unnecessarily painful

to apologize when it would actually be reasonably easy to do so.

Instead of getting caught up in blame, we can acknowledge

another's anger or dismay, or regret an offense, even when we don't

feel responsible for a wrong.

Dos and don'ts 

1. Find words that are clear and accurate—not provocative. A good apology should make the person

wronged think, "Yes, she understands." Often what the offended person wants is accountability and

vigilance; he wants to know that it won't happen again.

2. Don't apologize for the wrong thing. People and institutions tend to apologize for what they find

forgivable, as in the NSTAR example. If there is no clear relationship between what the offender is

apologizing for and what the offended experienced as the original wrong, the apology actually

exacerbates the problem. At best, the offender will seem blind to the problem; at worst, he will be

perceived as intentionally distorting it.

That gives the offended two problems: the original offense and the sense that a similar offense is likely

to occur. The offended party thinks, "How can I accept this apology? It makes me appear to be complicit

in allowing the problem to happen again."

3. Consider the angle of approach. Decide whether it will be easier for you to apologize position to

position or person to person. If you are angry with the person you've got to apologize to, it may be easier

to frame the apology in terms of your respective jobs or ranks.

For example, while the senior executive remains angry at the junior vice president, he can't offer a

sincere personal apology. But he could apologize to her as a senior administrator to a more junior

colleague, from his position to hers. Example: "We both work for a good company, and, as your

colleague, I should try harder to see past our individual differences. I'm sorry I spoke harshly."

Such an apology is likely to resonate favorably with both parties, even when anger between them

remains.

In other circumstances, a person-to-person apology is easier to offer. For someone who equates an

apology with loss of stature, for instance, the person-to-person apology can appear to be a magnanimous

act that does not diminish her. Example: "I can't agree with the stance you are taking, but I like you and

want us to work well together. I'm sorry I spoke harshly."

Choose the approach that is easier for you to do well. That will save you from making an apology that is

so grudging that it fails.

4. Don't think in terms of an "expression of regret." Instead, your goal should be actually communicating

your regret, that is, getting it across to the other person. Expression is one sided—as though one were

getting an apology off one's chest. Communication, however, occurs between people, and an apology

needs to work well for the other person to be effective. Take the focus off yourself and keep it on your

counterpart and the three elements of an apology—acknowledgment, regret, and responsibility. That

protects you from sounding defensive, and your apology will be better received.
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5. "I want to apologize" is not an apology. It's no more an apology than "I want to lose weight" is a loss of

weight. Do the work. Deliver a clear, direct apology; don't hide behind vagueness, circumlocution, or

clichés.

You may not be able to control whether your apology is accepted, but you can control its quality. So

make every effort to control what you can. This will increase your chances of feeling good about what you

have done with your apology—instead of feeling bad about having to do it. 

Reprinted with permission from "The Art of the Apology," Harvard Management Update, April 2003. 

See the latest issue of Harvard Management Update. 

Holly Weeks, based in Cambridge, Mass., is a consultant and writer specializing in communications issues.
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What Are the Pros & Cons to Diversity in Crisis Action 

Planning & Management? 

by Kenya Lucas 

 

As our country becomes more and more diverse, so do our companies. Employees with different 

cultures, genders and other backgrounds -- including physical abilities -- must work cooperatively to 

identify, interpret and respond to crises in the workplace. External groups also have key stakes in 

your organization's diversity-related activities. Identify the pros and cons of diversity in crisis action 

planning and management in order to address corporate challenges in both an equitable and 

powerful way. Moreover, a comprehensive and inclusive approach to developing and delivering 

strategies can be applied to many areas of your company’s operations. 

Encouraging an Open Dialogue about Diversity 

A diverse work environment embraces the varied experiences and interests of employees -- and is 

motivating. It also makes sense from a practical standpoint: a body of evidence shows that when 

diverse staff members collaborate they arrive at better decisions about complex problems. Resist the 

urge to minimize communication and proactively encourage open discussions among diverse staff at 

all levels. This dialogue will encourage workers to move beyond stereotypes and engage in reality-

based exchanges that support a better understanding of each other and how to collectively tackle 

the situation at hand. 

Exposing Stressful Interactions Related to Diversity 

While learning to cooperate with fellow employees with different backgrounds has its payoffs, it also 

has demands. The more diverse a company, the more workers have to learn to perform successfully 

as a team. This can create stress about roles and expectations -- and introduce other challenging 

interpersonal dynamics. Your employees’ criticisms and exclusionary behaviors often point to 

emerging crises. In addition to making everyday observations, observe your company’s message 

boards and social media outlets for grievances. 

Working with Stakeholders Who Share a Diversity Agenda 

It’s important to affirm diversity as a corporate imperative. Planning and managing a response to a 

crisis allows you to build on existing partnerships with companies that share this value or to develop 

new diversity-centered allegiances. Moreover, crisis action planning and management opens 

avenues to working with external groups who might be critical of your diversity-related tactics such 



as legislators and regulators. Investing in all of these relationships can prove valuable in the event 

that you face future challenges -- and need outside stakeholders to vouch for your commitment. 

Introducing Diversity When It's Unrelated to the Crisis 

There are times when a crisis has to do with real job performance -- yet your company’s practices 

are reframed as discriminatory or otherwise unethical. You are at greater risk of such claims when a 

lawsuit is involved or PR tactics are executed. Frame the crisis as accurately and neutrally as 

possible. Resist the urge to “settle” to avoid negative press or legal outcomes. Remember that while 

you might immediately distance your organization from an uncomfortable situation, your actions 

have long-lasting implications within and outside of company doors. 

About the Author 

Kenya Lucas has been writing professionally since 1998. Her work has appeared in “Anthropology & 

Medicine,” “New Directions for Evaluation,” “Psychology of Women Quarterly” and “Journal of the 

Grant Professionals Association.” She holds undergraduate and graduate degrees from Johns 

Hopkins University and Brown University. 
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Why Chief Diversity Officers Often

Fail

Diversity & Inclusion

I help organizations create strategies for a more equitable workplace.

Janice Gassam Contributor

Many companies are introducing a new position within corporate leadership that

focuses on how to create a more diverse, inclusive and equitable workplace. The

newest addition to many C-suites across organizations is the chief diversity officer

(CDO). Pinterest decided to hire its first CDO, Candice Morgan, in 2016. At the

beginning of 2018, Uber hired its first CDO, Bo Young Lee. The hire came with the

intentions of revamping the company’s image following several high-profile

scandals, including claims of racial and gender discrimination within the

company. WarnerMedia also recently announced that it would be adding a chief
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diversity and inclusion officer to the team of executives at the company. The

announcement came following reports that then-CEO of Warner Bros., Kevin

Tsujuhara, had an inappropriate sexual relationship with an actress affiliated

with the company. Google’s chief diversity officer, Danielle Brown, stepped down

a few weeks ago. Brown was hired in 2017 and had to deal with several diversity-

related issues that Google experienced, including an employee walkout and a viral

memo alleging the company’s discrimination against white male employees.

A common practice following public and high-profile discrimination scandal is to

hire a CDO or to create a similar position within the organization. While having a

CDO is better than not having one at all, tasking one individual with the job of

changing toxic workplace culture, implementing employee resource groups,

developing strategies to attract and retain diverse talent and figuring out how to

create a more inclusive environment for employees is a lot, to say the least. Many

companies set their CDO up to fail by placing an unreasonable amount of

problems on their plate, along with unrealistic expectations. Having a CDO allows

a company to have a scapegoat if diversity and inclusion initiatives fail. If these

issues persist, organizational leadership can easily transfer the blame and

responsibility to the CDO. This is problematic because it doesn’t allow individual

employees and corporate leadership to take responsibility for their contribution

and perpetuation of toxic work culture. It’s important to remember that changing

work culture takes time—one person can only move the needle but so much.

In addition to a CDO, your company would benefit from having a diversity task

force of some sort. Many organizations have a diversity task force or council that

consists of a group of individuals that are passionate about creating a more

diverse and inclusive workplace. This task force should consist of employees and

also change makers and change agents within the organization. Organizational

leadership should also be represented on this task force; change will be more

challenging without executives and leadership representation. In order for

diversity and inclusion initiatives to be successful, employees must understand

that it is everyone’s responsibility to create an inclusive environment. Research

indicates that inviting non-managers to diversity workshops can increase the

likelihood of workshop success. Every leader in the organization is responsible for

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/features/i-need-be-careful-texts-reveal-warner-bros-ceo-promoted-actress-apparent-sexual-relationship-1192660
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I am a TEDx speaker, diversity and inclusion consultant, and professor, located

in the New York City area. Connect with me on LinkedIn and visit my website at

drjanicegassam.com.

I grew up in five different states and across two continents, which was the catalyst to my

interest in diversity. My ultimate goal is to help leaders infuse more love in... Read More

creating a culture of equity and inclusion because diversity starts at the top.

Attainment of diversity goals is contingent on leadership accountability. It isn’t

just the CDO’s job to ensure that the organization is fostering an inclusive

environment; each employee is instrumental in creating an inclusive workplace

for all.
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